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Abstract. The importance of collocations, i.e. idiosyncratic binary word co-occurrences in the context of second language learning has been repeatedly emphasized by scholars working in the field. Some went even so far as to argue that “vocabulary learning is collocation learning” (Hausmann, 1984, p. 395). Empirical studies confirm this argumentation. They show that the “collocation density” in learner corpora is nearly the same as in native corpora, i.e. that the use of collocations by learners is as common as it is by native speakers. At the same time, they also find that the collocation error rate in learner corpora is about 32% (compared to about 3% by native speakers). A CALL-based collocation writing aid could help learners to better master collocations. However, surprisingly little work has been done so far on collocation learning assistants. We propose a collocation writing assistant for American English learners of Spanish which may be used as checker of both isolated collocations and collocations in texts. In addition, it offers the possibility to actively explore and administer collocation resources.
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1. Introduction

The importance of collocations, i.e. idiosyncratic binary word co-occurrences of the type “hold [a] lecture”, “give [a] hint”, “pass exam”, “blue skies”, “overwhelming success”, etc. in the context of second language learning is well known (Granger, 1998; Lewis, 2000; Nesselhauf, 2005). Hausmann (1984) went so far as to argue that “vocabulary learning IS collocation learning” (p. 395, our emphasis). Empirical studies confirm this argumentation. According to a study by Orol and Alonso Ramos (2013), the “collocation density” in learner corpora is nearly the same as in native corpora, i.e. the use of collocations by learners is as common as it is by native speakers.

At the same time, the study finds that the collocation error rate in learner corpora is 32% (compared to 3% in native corpora). A CALL-based collocation writing assistant could help learners to better master collocations. However, surprisingly few works address CALL-oriented collocation learning assistants. Most of the existing assistants are limited to the assessment of the correctness of isolated collocations, lists of collocations extracted from a corpus with one of the elements of an assumed miscollocation, and examples of the use of a specific collocation. None of them target the identification and correction of miscollocations in the writings of language learners (as, e.g. spell and grammar checkers do), and none of them follow the active learning paradigm that assigns the learner an active role during learning. We aim to advance the state of the art in this area.

In what follows, we present the HARenES collocation writing assistant, designed to support American English learners of Spanish. The assistant can be used as checker of both isolated collocations and collocations in texts. In addition, it also offers the possibility to actively administer personal collocation resources (e.g. collocation dictionaries, lists of collocations grouped in accordance with specific user criteria, etc).

In Section 2, we first clarify the notion of collocation that underlies the design of the HARenES assistant and then discuss the needs of a learner. Section 3 describes HARenES’ functionality at its current state of development. In Section 4, some conclusions are drawn and possible extensions and ameliorations of HARenES are outlined.

7. “HARenES” stands for the title of the corresponding research project Herramienta de ayuda a la redacción en español: procesamiento de colocaciones ‘Support tool for writing in Spanish: Processing of collocations’.
2. **What can a learner expect from a collocation-oriented writing assistant?**

Given that “collocation” is an ambiguous term in lexicography and computational linguistics, it seems appropriate to offer an exact definition of its use in the given context.

2.1. **On the notion of collocation**

The term “collocation” as introduced by Firth (1957), and cast into a definition by Halliday (1961), encompasses the statistical distribution of lexical items in context: lexical items that form high probability associations are considered collocations. However, in contemporary lexicography and lexicology, an interpretation that stresses the idiosyncratic nature of collocations prevails. According to Cowie (1994), Hausmann (1984), Mel’čuk (1995) and others, a collocation is a binary idiosyncratic co-occurrence of lexical items between which a direct syntactic dependency holds and where the occurrence of one of the items (the ‘base’) is subject of free choice by the speaker, while the occurrence of the other item (the ‘collocate’) is restricted by the base. Thus, in the case of *take [a] walk*, *walk* is the base and *take* is the collocate, in the case of *high speed*, *speed* is the base and *high* the collocate. It is this notion of “collocation” that we find reflected in general collocation dictionaries and that we follow in the design of the HARenES collocation writing assistant.

2.2. **Collocations in the context of language learning**

As already pointed out above, numerous studies in the context of second language (L2) acquisition demonstrate that collocations in L2 pose a great challenge to any language learner: the fact that they are idiosyncratic implies that, in general, they cannot be learned by analogy (as grammatical constructions can be). Native speakers can use their intuition, but learners must learn an overwhelming share of them by heart. Most often, a miscollocation by a learner is a calque from L1 (as, e.g. Sp. *tomar [un] paseo*, lit. ‘take [a] walk’ instead of *dar [un] paseo* ‘give a walk’), an incorrect construction by analogy (as, e.g. *dar [un] camino* (as *dar [un] paseo*), lit. ‘give [a] path’ instead of *tomar [un] camino* ‘take [a] path’), or an

---

8. This does not mean that there are absolutely no regularities between collocations (Mel’čuk & Wanner, 1996); for instance, we “give” a “presentation”, as we do in the case of “lecture”, “talk”, etc.: *give [a] presentation*, *give [a] lecture*, *give [a] talk*, *give [an] outline*, … However, these regularities are, as a rule, subtle and to a large extent unpredictable.
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incorrect construction used to avoid a mistrusted literal translation from L1 (as, e.g. *hacer [una] charla, lit. ‘make a talk’, instead of dar [una] charla, lit. ‘give a talk’).

To address these problems, a CALL application should allow the learner to at least:

- verify whether a specific word co-occurrence is a correct collocation in L2 and if it is not, provide alternative suggestions;
- solicit examples of the use of a given collocation in context, i.e. sample sentences in which the collocation occurs;
- explore the collocation space of L2, e.g. which other collocates a given base occurs with and how prominent these collocates are; which other bases share the same collocate(s) as a given base; etc.;
- request the verification / correction of collocations in a given writing;
- administer personal collocation repositories such as collocation dictionaries, created and maintained for better memorization or other purposes.

The HARenES collocation writing assistant attempts to account for these needs.

3. **HARenES collocation writing assistant**

The on-line HARenES collocation writing assistant has been designed to support second language learners in their needs of the kind sketched above. From the linguistic perspective, these needs can be grouped around isolated collocations, collocations in texts and personalized collocation repositories. In the outline of the webpage of the assistant, the offered functions have been clustered into “collocation checker”, “collocation search engine”, and “personal collocation dictionary”. Figure 1 shows the main page of the HARenES assistant.

In what follows, the three functional modules are presented in separate subsections.

3.1. **Treating isolated collocations in HARenES**

The basic functionality of the HARenES assistant with respect to isolated collocations concerns the validation of a given word co-occurrence; cf. the corresponding part of the main page in Figure 1. If the co-occurrence is a valid
collocation in Spanish, it is flagged in green. If it is considered incorrect, alternative suggestions are proposed; see Carlini, Codina-Filbà, & Wanner (2014) for the collocation validation metrics and the metrics used to select and order alternative suggestions retrieved from a reference corpus. The left snapshot in Figure 2 illustrates this feature. The user may also solicit the illustration of the use of a given collocation in context. To support this feature, HARenES displays some sample sentences (the user decides how many they want to see) in which this collocation occurs from the reference corpus.

Figure 2. Validation of a word co-occurrence and exploration of the collocation space
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An additional innovative feature of the HAREnES writing assistant is that it uses Visual Analytics (VA) techniques to facilitate interactive exploration of the collocation space (Carlini, Codina-Filbà, & Wanner, 2015). Optimal collocation learning is active learning, and active learning is closely related to exploration. For instance, the user may want to explore all collocations of a given base and their intensity of use, contrast the collocation spaces of two different bases, or see the bases of a given collocate lexeme. The right snapshot in Figure 2 shows an example of the use of VA in HAREnES.

3.2. Validation of collocations in the writings of learners

An important feature of any advanced learner supporting assistant is that it is able to analyze the learners’ writings and correct them with respect to the targeted phenomena. For HAREnES, these phenomena are collocations; see Figure 3. The collocation in green (dar un paseo ‘take a walk’) has been detected as correct. Two collocations in red have been detected as erroneous (*recibir sol, lit. ‘receive sun’ and entregar comida, lit. ‘deliver food’). When the user passes with the mouse over a miscollocation, one or several correction suggestions are displayed.

Figure 3. Correction of collocations in learner writings

3.3. Maintenance of personal collocation resources

Any learner who actively learns a language compiles lists of collocations that appear especially important, or difficult to them, writes down examples, takes notes, etc. To account for this need, HAREnES offers the possibility to actively administer personal collocation resources such as collocation dictionaries (to store collocations, miscollocations and their corrections, examples of collocation use, personal notes on individual (mis)collocations, etc.), lists of collocations grouped in accordance with specific user criteria, etc. Internally, the organization of the database of these personalized collocation repositories is identical to that of the Spanish collocation dictionary DiCE (Alonso Ramos, Nishikawa,
& Vincze, 2010) – which facilitates the import of collocations and example sentences from there. See Figure 4 for an example of a fragment of a personal collocation dictionary.

Figure 4. Maintenance of personal collocation repositories of the learner

4. Conclusions

We presented the collocation writing assistant HARenES, which supports a language learner by a verification of isolated collocations and collocations in text, provision of correction suggestions for miscollocations, illustration of the use of collocations in context, interactive exploration of collocation spaces and maintenance of personalized collocation repositories.

Some of the features of the current HARenES assistant are about to be further improved. For instance, the ordering of the correction suggestions is still not optimal and the design of the VA module still needs to undergo a revision by a professional interaction designer. Furthermore, the assistant should be further extended by some central features, such as grouping of collocations with respect to a semantic typology and classification of miscollocations encountered in the learner’s writing.
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